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1048

The first hundred years of United States territorial 

postmarks, 1787-1887 Chase, Carroll

a book that is of inestimable value to the 

student of Territorial markings. Less than 

500 of these books were available $24.95 New

1051

Postal history and usage of 1907 and earlier U.S. pre-

cancels Souder, Charles C

The compilation of this material is to 

preserve the information into a single 

source. The are catalogs and references 

for information on the 20th century 

precancels, but very little information in 

a single source reference on earlier 

materials $19.50

Pages clean without marks. 

Cover with some scratches, etc..

1055

Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks and Postal 

History. Volumes 1 & 2 [Hardcover] Delf Norona

Description of various postmarks and 

cancels used in US postal history. Two 

original volumes are incorporated into a 

hardbound edition which is privately 

developed $85.00

Original pamphlets compiled 

together in a hardbound edition. 

Pages clean without any defects

1057

Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks and Postal 

History Delf Norona

The Quarterman edition is a 

reproduction of the original edition 

originally published under the same title 

by Delf Norona in two volumes $21.95

Without any wear. Dustcover 

clean w/ minor tears. Only 

defect is the owners handstamp 

on the front piece. Pages clean. 

Binding and pages are firm

1087

Catalog of U.S. County and Postmaster Postmarks 

[Hardcover] Doane - Thompson, Edith. Edited by 

Kenneth L. Gilman

An expansion of the Thompson and 

Doane earlier books cataloging the 

Postmaster postmarks $32.95 Sound and fresh copy

1115

United States Postal Markings and Related Mail 

Services 1851to 1861 [Hardcover] Tracy W. Simpson

Includes pricing supplement. This catalog 

is published because many of the 

standard reference books relating to 

early postal services are out of print and 

because the demand exists for a 

systematic compilation of results of 

research now available only as articles in 

various publications $25.00

Cover tight and firm. Pages 

generally sound. One or two of 

the pages have pencil notations 

which are corrections.

1123

Guide to Postage Meter Collecting [Pamphlet] 

William Pamperien

Guide to postage meter collecting. 

Explains the general types of meters and 

the proper method of collecting $8.00

Never used. Pages and binding 

are firm and tight

1730

Descriptive Catalog of the LEAVITT MACHINE 

CANCELLATIONS [Paperback] Frank B. Stratton

Descriptive catalog of the Leavitt 

Machine Cancellations $20.00

Appears never used. Pages are 

clean. Cover shows some 

discoloration around edges
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1746 Encyclopedia of R.F.D. cancels Richow, Harold C

A compilation of RFD cancels. Includes 

descriptive mTerial along with plates $38.95

Owners label on front cover. 

Signed by Author. Pages show 

aging on top and side edge. 

Pages without marks and creases

1838

Catalog of U.S. county and postmaster postmarks 

Doane-Thompson

The Thompson book of 1949 and the 

Doane book of 1973 form the basis of 

this present volume. New illustrations, 

listings and corrections are found in this 

book $25.00

Some worn areas on edge of 

cover. Pages clean

1985

New York Foreign Mail Cancellations [Hardcover] 

Arthur Van Vlissingen & Morrison Waud

Purpose of this book is to make available 

the new discovveries and information 

that has come to light since the 1942 

Milliken;s publication $150.00 New

2344

Us Postmarks and Cancellations (Seminar Textbook 

Series) Trepel, Scott R. and Stone, Harlan F.

Based on seminar on U.S. postmarks and 

cancellations and includes material from 

the Reference Collection of the Philatelic 

Foundation to supplement and expand 

the wealh of items that the speakers 

used to illustrate their talks $26.00

Owners label on inside front 

cover. Was part of Wilson 

Hulmes Library

2399

Straightline, Fancy & Unusual Cancels & Handstamps 

on Confederate General Issue Stamps [Hardcover] 

Conrad L. Bush

Confederate fancy cancels  handstamps 

are illustrated on various covers at 

different locations $31.95 New

2658

The Time Marking Machine Co. and the B.F. 

Cummins Co. [Ring-bound] Louis Geschwindner, Reg 

Morris, and John Koontz

The authors have tried to present the 

complete subject to give the reader a 

better understanding of the cancels they 

may have in hand $40.00

Pages clean without defect. 

Some age discoloration at top 

edges

2677

International Service Markings [Loose Leaf] Robert J. 

Payne and Bart Billings

This is an update to "The History, 

Machinery and Postal Markings of the 

International Postal Supply Company of 

New York: 1882-1905" publication which 

is no longer available. $30.00

Pages clean. Cover with some 

creases and wrinkles

2678

Descriptive Catalog of the Leavitt Machine 

Cancellations [Paperback] Frank B. Stratton

More illustrations shown as tracing and 

photographs are shown in this edition 

including different dies, unusual 

variations and even a few of the more 

interesting freaks. $25.00 Never Used
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3631 The Machine Cancel Forum [Loose Leaf] Bob Payne

Article on the "American Expeditionary 

Force Flag Machines Used in France 1917-

1918 & Other Flag Identifiers." $10.00 New

3755

Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks and Postal 

History. Volume 2 [Loose Leaf] Delf Norona

Looseleaf pages incorporated in a two 

post binder. Articles 17 to 33 $39.00

Loose leaf pages in a two post 

small binder. Cover sound but 

aged with scratches and bit dirty

4130

The Barry Story: Volume 1, The Life, Times, Machines 

& Postal Markings of William Barry [Paperback] 

Morris, Reg and Robert J. Payne

The Life, Times, Machines and Postal 

Markings of William Barry $39.00

Pages clean and fresh. Author 

autograph on frontpiece. Card 

cover edges are not sharp or 

crisp.

4131

The Barry Story Volume 2 The Catalog of Oval and 

Circle Postmarks, Slogans and Service Markings 

[Perfect Paperback] Reg Morris & Robert J. Payne

The catalog of Oval and Circle postmarks, 

slogans and service markings. Signed by 

Author $39.00

Pages and cover in as new 

condition. Pages separated from 

binding

4135

A Survey of U.S. Machine Postmarks 1875-1925 

[Pamphlet] R.F. Hanmer

A simple introduction to a very large, 

complex and sometimes obscure subject, 

the impressions in ink called postmarks 

and made by machines $9.95

Staple bound pages clean and 

without any defect

5197

History and evolution of metered postage, Thomas, 

William K

This volume will serve as a reference 

guide to allPostage Meter Stamp 

Collectors $17.95 Clean and fresh

5222

United States Cancellations 1845-1869 (Aps 

Handbook) [Hardcover] Skinner, Hubert C. and Eno, 

Amos

The present work is a compilation 'from 

scratch' based primarily on original 

philatelic material. Nearly 4000 cancels 

from the pre-1870 era are depicted and 

classified. The intent of the authors is to 

present an overall survey of what is 

known to exist from the pre-1870 time 

period $85.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. 

Owners bookplate on front 

piece.

5225

American Postal Markings From Colonial Times to 

the 1850's The Unexhibited Exhibit of Royden H. 

Lounsbery [Hardcover] Elwyn J. Doubleday

This exhibit consists of a study of 

American postal markings of the classic 

period, from colonial days through the 

1850's. Although the exhibit contained 

many major rarities, its direction is 

toward developing a compendium of the 

typs of markings in use during the classic 

period of American postal history $115.00 New
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5263 Encyclopedia of R.F.D. cancels Richow, Harold C

Categorize into types and record 

examples of known examples of RFD 

cancels $43.00 Cover and pages clean and tight.

5301 Western Doanes [Paperback] Richard W. Helbock

The use of Doane numeral cancellations 

in the Western United States $15.00

Pages and cover clean and tight. 

Some age discoloration on cover. 

Pages and cover tight and firm

5313

Postal History U.S.A. A Catalog of Time Marking and 

Cummins Machine Cancels [Loose Leaf] William F. 

Rapp

The present work covers all known Time 

Marking and Cummins machine cancels. 

(1978) $20.00

Pages without defect. Shows 

some sign of age discoloration

5450

Ohio Doane Cancels Revision 2 [Paperback] Billings, 

Bart

A listing of the towns which used the 

Doane Numberal Cancellation $20.00

Never used. Pencil inscription on 

forepage

6008

The Postal Historian's Note Book [Plastic Comb] K.F. 

& V. M. Olson

Outline study of a number of 

cancellation machines and general 

information $25.00

Pages clean and fresh. Cover 

tight with pages. Plastic comb 

without defect

6010

General Catalog of United States Postmarks 

[Paperback] Norona, Delf

Lists and prices all classes of postmarks 

used in the US as well as by civil and 

military postal agencies of the US abroad 

from the earliest time to 1935 with brief 

historical and bibliographical notes $30.00

Pages clean without defect. 

Cover with some scratches, few 

creases, etc., but clean.

6115

San Francisco Postal Markings, 1861-67 [Loose Leaf] 

Clifford L. Friend

A compilation of San Francisco 

postmarks, 1861-67. Non-published 

article with illustrations and hand written 

notes rather than printed. Valuable 

source of information $35.00

Photocopy pages are clean 

without marks.

6148

A Catalog of PHILADELPHIA POSTMARKS 18th 

Century to the Present Part II [Plastic Comb] Tom 

Clarke

Part 2 includes additional markings 

including BOB origin cancels; received 

and transit backstamps and registry 

postmarks $40.00

Never used. Pages and binding 

firm. Pages and cover clean

6149

A Catalog of PHILADELPHIA POSTMARKS 18th 

Century to the Present Part III [Plastic Comb] Tom 

Clarke

Includes Back of Book markings including 

"Free", "Paid", locals, meters, precancels, 

undeliverable mail markings, rollers, 

dues, etc...... $50.00

Pages and binding are clean and 

firm

6150

The Columbia Story Volume II [Textbook Binding] 

Reg Morris, Robert J. Payne & Timothy B. Holmes

Covers the history, patents and markings 

of the Columbia postal supply company, 

the Standard Mail Marking Machines 

Corporation and the Ielfield Postal 

Supply Corporation $65.00 New
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6151

The Columbia Story Volume III [Library Binding] Reg 

Morris, Robert J. Payne and Timothy B. Holmes

Volume 3 covers the complete post 

office order listing and catalog of 

markings (part 1). Autographed copy $55.00

Never used. Pages and cover 

clean. Autographed edition to 

Dr. Graham (postal historian, 

philatelist, reviewer of books for 

Linn's magazine)

6152

The Columbia Story Volume IV [Library Binding] Reg 

Morris, Robert J. Payne and Timothy B. Holmes

Volume 4 includes the complete state 

and town order listing and catalog of 

markings (part 2) $75.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding clean and tight. 

Autographed copy

6206

The Columbia Story Volume VI [Library Binding] Reg 

Morris, Robert J. Payne & Timothy B. Holmes

Volume includes the postal markings of 

the Columbia Postal Supply Company 

used in the United Kingdom $65.00 New

6207

The Columbia Story Volume VII [Library Binding] Reg 

Morris, Robert J. Payne & Timothy B. Holmes

The overseas history, patents and 

markings of the Columbia Postal Supply 

company $65.00 New

6208

The Columbia Story Volume V [Library Binding] Reg 

Morris, Robert J. Payne & Timothy B. Holmes

The Columbia Story includes the late 

history, patents and markings of the 

Columbia Postal Supply Co., the Ielfield 

Postal Supply Corp., and the Columbia-

Ielfield company $65.00 New

6213

Second Edition, U.S. Machine Postmarks 1871-1925 

[Paperback] R. F. Hanmer

This book is intended to be an 

informative introduction to a very large 

complex and sometime obscure subject, 

the impressions in ink called postmarks 

and made by machines $35.00

Binding and pages tight. Pages 

clean. Appears never used

6214

The Columbia story: The early history, patents and 

trial cancellations of the Columbia Postal Supply 

Company of Silver Creek, New York Morris, Reg

The early history, patents and trial 

cancellations of the Columbia Postal 

Supply Company of Silver Creek, New 

York $65.00

Never used. Pages clean. Pages 

and binding are firm

6224 Ohio Doane Cancels [Loose Leaf] Bart Billings

A listing of the towns and counties which 

used the Doane numberal cancellation $20.00

Pages clean. Cover shows bit of 

age discoloration. Binding and 

pages are firm.

6234

Postal Markings of the United States 1847-1851 

[Paperback] Hahn, Mannel

A digest of the articles written by 

Ashbrook and published in STAMPS . 

Well illustrated and described. $10.95

Pages and binding firm. Cover 

shows some age discoloration 

due to shelf storage. Pages 

clean. Front piece may have 

owners hand stamp.

6518

Official Catalog of United States Double Line Elector 

Precancels [Spiral-bound] Gilbert W. Noble

Illustrated descriptive catalog detailing 

the Double Line Elector Precancel $40.00

Pages and cover are clean! 

Appears never used!
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6554

A History of Postmarking Machines Used in Ohio 

[Library Binding] Bart Billings

This monograph is a consolidation of 

information taken from the philatelic 

literature and official US government 

documents and then integrated with 

covers collected during a period of 25 

years. The work is intended as a primer 

for the newcomer and will serve as a 

basic reference to those interested into 

the use of machines in Ohio. $20.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Appears lightly to never 

used.

6556

Flag Cancel Cachet Compendium [Plastic Comb] Paul 

G. Abajian

An attempt to catalog and illustrate the 

cachets used on covers bearing a 

machine applied flag cancel. $30.00

limited edition of 50. Never 

used. Pages and binding are firm 

and tight.

6558

An Anthology of Machine Postal Markings Volume 6 

Aero-Marcophilately [Loose Leaf] A.J. Savakis

The philatelic study of airmail cancels 

with emphasis on machine postal 

markings $35.00

One staple at top left corner. 

Pages and cover are clean 

without defect

8024

The Purple Machine Cancel Handbook [Staple 

Bound] Robert M. Washburn and Carl R. Ditsch

The subject of this handbook is purple 

machine cancellations. This handbook 

lists not only all the places which used 

purple machine cancels, but also lists the 

vaious dial types, machine designations, 

and killer types used by each of those 

places, plus the earlies and latest known 

usage date for each. $25.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Some corner bumping due to 

shelf storage.

8091

George F. Barnard's Invention of a Mail Marking 

Machinge [Loose Leaf] Bob Payne

Examines the development of George E. 

Barnard's invention of a small, hand 

powered cancelling machine and its 

experimental used in the Fitchburg, MA 

post office $30.00

Pages are fresh and clean. Some 

pages have offset printing from 

the page opposite.

8092

American Service Markings The Service Markings 

attributed to The American Postal Machines Co. 

1890-1918 [Loose Leaf] Reg Morris & Robert J. Payne

Istrated listing of the service markings 

attributed to The American Postal 

Machine Company 1890-1918 $30.00

Pages are clean. Cover show 

offset printing from 

advertisement.

8112 Precancel Primer [Paperback] Barbara R. Mueller

A specific introduction to the ways and 

means of precancel collecting in general--

its principles, problems, and challenges--

and Bureau Print collecting in particular. $25.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Owners name on cover. 

Cover shows discoloration at the 

spine and at top and bottom 

edges.
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8126 Mailer's Postmark Permit Club [Pamphlet] MPPC

A descriptive list of Mailer's Postmarks 

used before 1978 which includes a 

checklist and illustrations of various 

cancels $15.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Appears with minimal to no 

usage. Cover shows age 

discoloration due to shelf 

storage.

8179

PMCs: A Guide to Collecting Purple Machine Cancels 

[Plastic Comb] Robert M. Washburn and Carl R. 

Ditsch and R. Washburn

This book contains listings of all the 

known places whch used purple machine 

cancels, as well as listings of the various 

cancellation types used by each of those 

places. There are well over 2,000 listings $55.00

Pages and binding are tight. 

Pages and cover clean. Appears 

never used.

8182

Later 20th Century False Representation 

Handstamps [Staple Bound] James H. Patterspm and 

postmaster

45 [age monograph of auxiliary markings 

which contain "Return to sender" 

"Finger" auxiliary markings, etc. $45.00

Appears never used. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight. Bit of 

minor 'foxing' on edge. Pages 

and cover clean. Autograph by 

author

8202

The Precancel Forum [Pamphlet] The Precancel 

Stamp Society

Published montly by the Precancel Stamp 

Society and includes the periodicals 

Volume 30 (1969) to Volume 32 (1971) 

complete issues. 36 different pamphlets. $45.00

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight. Pages clean without 

defect. Contents include Volume 

30 (196) to Volume 32 (1971) 

complete monthly publications 

of the Precancel Stamp Society.

8210

The Precancel Forum Volume 26 (1965) to Volume 29 

(1968 [Pamphlet] Precancel Stamp Society

Monthly publication of the Precancel 

Stamp Society which includes volume 26 

(1965) to Volume 29 (1968) complete 

run. Articles of news and descriptions of 

various types of precancels $45.00

Pages are clean. Appears never 

used. Contents include volume 

26 (1965) to Volume 29 (1968) 

complete.

8211

The Precancel Forum Volume 33 (1972) to Volume 36 

(1975) complete run [Pamphlet] Precancel Stamp 

Society

Complete run of Volume 33 (1972) to 

Volume 36 (1975) of monthly publication 

of the Precancel Stamp Society. Includes 

news and articles about various 

precancels $45.00

Pages are clean without defect. 

Appears with minimal usage. 

Contents include Volume 33 

(1972) to Volume 36 (1975). 

Complete run

8256

The Meter Postage Stamp Catalogue [Card Book] 

S.D. Barfoot and Werner Simon

This catalogue aims to include 

descriptions and illustrations of all the 

varieties of meter machines and 

impressions known to have been used 

for postal purposes throughout the 

world $45.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Appears with minimal usage. 

Pages and cover clean without 

defect. Top right corner shows a 

bit of bumping

8260

Pictorial Meter Stamps of the United States [Spiral-

bound] Douglas A. Kelsey

The purpose of this publication is to 

illustrate many of the United States 

pictorial meter stamps. $35.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Pages clean and appears never 

used.
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8295

Obliterations & Marques Postales des Etats-Unis 

[Hardcover] Michel Zareski

Limited edition of 300 copies of which 

this is #156. Considered one of the better 

reference sources for the study of fancy 

cancels. A valuable reference and much 

sought after for the collector of philatelic 

literature $85.00

Pages are clean without defecty. 

Cover shows minor edge wear 

and minor fraying at top of the 

spine. A valuable resources. 

Copy #156 of 300 issued.

8338

American Postal Markings From Colonial Times to 

the 1850's [Hardcover] Royden H. Lounsbery

This exhibit consists of a study of 

American postal markings of the classic 

period, from colonial days through the 

1850's. Although the exhibit contained 

many major rarities, its direction is 

toward developing a compendium of the 

types of markings in use during the 

classic period of American postal history. 

144 pages of illustrations in color. $175.00 New

8345

U.S. 1847-1900 Mail, Cancels & Postal Markings 

[Library Binding] Clyde Jennings

Gold Medal exhibit received and 

distributed by the exhibition committee 

of the US Classics Society. A valuable 

reference for the student of cancels in 

which this document presents examples 

of the various uses. $55.00

Photocopy pages produced by 

the Classics Society of an award 

winning major exhibit. Pages are 

without defect and show an 

amazing wealth of material 

detailing the various cancels and 

their uses.

8351

Postal Markings Nos. 71-135 (1937-1944) 

[Hardcover] Postal Markings

Harbound edition of the accumulation of 

numbers 71-135 (1937 to 1944) of the 

monthly magazine "Postal Markings" 

dealing with the cancels, killers and 

various postal markings found on US 

postal history. This is a valuable 

reference resource for the Postal History 

student $150.00

Hardbound accumulation of the 

montly periodical ranging from 

#71-135 covering the years 1937 

to 1944. This edition 

encorporates all of the issues 

which are in like new condition. 

Appears never to lminimal usage 

Pages and binding are firm and 

tight.

8462

19th Century United States Fancy Cancellations 

[Hardcover] Herst-Zareski

A remarkable work on the interesting 

cancellations of 19th century US stamps. 

Original work written in French and 

translated and publiched by Herman 

Herst. This is the 2nd edition and was 

printed in 3000 copies $69.95

Pages are clean. Cover with age 

staining. Spine of book has 

damage at top. Binding and 

pages are not tight. Valuable 

reference. Limited edition of 

3000 copies
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8481

A Historical Survey of Precancels [Plastic Comb] 

Malcolm Hooper

Documenting the historical approach of 

pre-cancels. $35.00

Pages and binding are tight. 

Pages and covers are clean 

without defect. Appears never 

used.

1041 & 1042

California Doanes [Paperback] Richard W. Helbock 

with Randy Stehle and John Williams

A checklist and scarcity index for Doane 

cancel use in California. $25.00

Pages are clean. Cover shows 

some aging due to shelf storage

1070 & 1073

Standard Flag Cancel Encyclopedia [Plastic Comb] 

Frederick Langford

A classifying research work compiled 

from original sources, including official 

records no longer existing. 

Second,completely revised edition $26.95

Pages and cover are "Like New" 

but there is some age 

discoloration and some minor 

staining on a few pages. Some 

pencil notations

16107a

A Catalog of Philadelphia Postmarks 18th Century to 

the Present Part I [Plastic Comb] Tom Clarke

Postmarks include domestic origin 

markings manuscript, handstamps and 

machine $40.00

pages and binding are firm and 

clean without marking

2046a

Simpson's U.S. Postal Markings 1851-1861 

[Hardcover] Alexander, Thomas J.

This book records postal markings used 

in the United States from July 1, 1851 to 

the demonetization of the 1851-1861 

issue ofUS postaage stamps $45.00

pages and binding are firm. 

pages without defect. appears 

with no to minimal usage.. sold 

without dustcover

2657a

Doremus Machine Cancels [Hardcover] Frederick 

LaNGFORD

a philatelic reference enabling persons to 

see the variety of styles of Doreumus 

cancelling impressions and the use of the 

postal cancelling machines $25.00

pages and binding are firm and 

tight.

2672 & 4869

The Multipost Company History, Machines and 

Markings [Loose Leaf] Reg Morris, Robert J. Payne, 

Timothy B. Holmes

A guide to the history of the Multipost 

Company of Rochester, NY and to the 

cancellations made by a rather unusual 

machine marketed by the company for a 

brief period in the 1930's $30.00

Looseleaf pages attached with 

staple at top left corner.

3633 & 4833

Introduction to the Machine Cancel Society's 

Database of Machine Cancel [Loose Leaf] Robert 

Payne and Bart Billings

This catalog is an introduction to the 

philately of cyberspace as applied to 

machine cancels $15.00

Clean without defects, bends or 

marks

4130-a

The Barry Story: Volume 1, The Life, Times, Machines 

& Postal Markings of William Barry [Paperback] 

Morris, Reg and Robert J. Payne

In this first volume the early 

experimental cancels and the type of 

markings associated with the various 

models of are discussed. Autographed 

copty to Dr. Graham (postal historian, 

philatelist) $38.95

Pages are clean and fresh. Cover 

shows edge wear. Autographed 

and dedicated to Dr.Graham 

(author, postal historian & 

reviewer of literature)
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4131-a

The Barry Story Volume 2 The Catalog of Oval and 

Circle Postmarks, Slogans and Service Markings 

[Perfect Paperback] Reg Morris & Robert J. Payne

Covers the oval and circle postmarks, 

slogans and service markings of the Barry 

Machines $39.95

Pages and cover are clean. Pages 

and binding firm and tight. 

Autographed copy. Appears 

never used.

5197a

History and evolution of metered postage, Thomas, 

William K

Present Metered Postage in a 

chronological order. $15.95

Front and back pages show signs 

of "foxing". Binding and pages at 

front are loose but firm.

5326FC

A Compendium Cacheted Covers with Flag 

Cancellations 2nd edition [Paperback] Bart Billings

320 illustrations of flag cancels on 

cacheted covers $20.00

Pages clean without marks. 

Cover shows bit of age 

discoloration due to shelf 

storage

5428-a

United States Doanes: A Catalog of Doane 

Cancellations Used in the United States Post Offices 

[Paperback] Richard W. Helbock and Gary Anderson

This greatly revised 2nd edition is a giant 

leap beyond the 1993 publication.. A 

complete nationwide census of U.S. 

Doane cancels $27.95 New

6234-a

The Barry Story Volume 3 The catalog of rectilinear 

markings, and index [Perfect Paperback] Reg Morris 

& Robert J. Payne

Autographed copy to Dr. Graham (noted 

philatelist, author and postal historian). 

A catalog of rectlinear markings of the 

Barry canceling machine. $65.00

Never used. Autographed copy. 

Pages and binding tight and firm

MI-KX3J-1WQX

The Precancel Forum [Pamphlet] Precancel Stamp 

Society

The monthly magazine published by the 

precancel stamp society. Contains 

information regarding pre cancels $45.00

Pages and binding are firm. 

Appears never used to very 

minimal usage. Included is 

Volume 37 (1-10) 1976; Volume 

39 (1-3, 10, 12) 1978; Volume 40 

(8) 1979; Volume 42 (10) 1981; 

Volume 43 (1.4) 1982; Volume 

44 (8, 12) 1983

P-119

Kansas Precancel Errors A listing of misspellings, font 

variations, punctual blunders, and other mistakes 

[Pamphlet] Mark A. Pangburn

Pamphlet is a register of all known errors 

existing in Kansas Pre-Cancels. $10.00

Some edge wear. Few pages 

show some creases. Cover shows 

age discoloration

P-2675

Groth-Constantine Machines and Postal Markings 

[Loose Leaf] Reg Morris & Robert J. Payne

Sufficient data has been accumulated to 

allow the rather patchy documented 

history of the Groth-Constantine 

machine and markings to be updated 

and to offer a logical classification system 

for the various cancel sub-types $25.00 Some minor edge wear


